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Bar Babylon 

"Outdoor Entertainment & Drinks!"

Karl Johans popular Bar Babylon attracts many patrons, and not just once.

The comfortable ambiance and cool outdoor seating is truly enjoyed by

the patrons. The drinks menu is large. Choose from the extensive variety

of beers, wines, whiskey and cocktails. If you're lucky, you will witness

some of the famous artists play live, or hear the DJ spin the night away.

Call ahead for detailed information on all their events.

 +47 95422291  barbabylonbar@gmail.com  St. Olavsplass 2, Oslo
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Stratos 

"Rooftop Rapture"

What's could be better than listening to some of the best DJs in Norway

while surrounded by plenty of food, alcohol, and beautiful people?

Perhaps doing all of that 12 stories above the ground, atop the historic

Folkteateret building, with a beautiful panoramic view of the bustling city

of Oslo would be an improvement. This is the premise of Stratos. For most

of the year it is rented out for weddings or corporate events, but during

certain holidays and the summer months it opens up to the public as a

nightclub featuring live music, DJs, and an unforgettable view. Call or

email for table reservations.

 +47 21 04 6400  www.stratos.as/  info@stratos.as  Youngstorget 2,

Folketeaterbygningen, Oslo
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Blå 

"One of a Kind"

BLÅ is an independent club in Oslo that offers live, contemporary music,

including jazz, every night of the week. Contemporary artists from all over

the country and international artists perform here. Resident DJs make

guest appearances on the weekends. BLÅ also offers an outdoor café

experience on the banks of the Aker river. The club hosts events such as

"BLÅ, Molde" at the Molde International Jazz Festival. BLÅ has expanded

to become one of the largest clubs of its kind in Scandinavia.

 www.blaaoslo.no/  bar@blaaoslo.no  Brenneriveien 9c, Oslo
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BAR Vulkan 

"Great Concoctions"

BAR Vulkan is great place to sip on delectable blends while gorging on

tantalizing dishes. Nestled in Grunerlokka neighborhood, this bar is

located right on the banks of the Aker river. Elegantly furnished and

decorated with beautiful paintings and adornments, this place offers

guests an artistically embellished enclave to dine in. Choose to sit in one

of the cozy booths or at the round table. When the weather is favorable,

grab the opportunity to enjoy your drinks on the terrace, while taking in
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splendid views of the city. The outdoor patio offers a serene location by

the gently flowing waters.

 +47 94008182  www.barsocialeating.no/b

ar-vulkan-

grunerl%C3%B8kka-oslo

 vulkan@bygdoyallerestaur

ant.no

 Maridalsveien 17, Oslo
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